are entitled to one extra B4c session for the first full 35 green masterpoints issued by the club in the 12 months to the September deadline of the preceding year, then a further session for each additional full 65 green masterpoints issued.

IMPACTFUL DEADLINE
After having run the August update on Friday, I come into the office on Monday, and by midday TWENTY THREE clubs have submitted their August awards LATE!! Clubs must do better, especially for September.

The monthly update at the end of September is a VERY IMPORTANT deadline.

It is with the end of September update when we calculate your club B4c red masterpoint session allocation for 2018.

Some clubs appear to be getting slack with submitting their awards each month, as evidenced by the above 23 clubs. Some clubs missed the deadline by submitting their awards minutes late, hours late, day (s) late, and sometimes even weeks late, as I am sure there are still more August awards to be submitted!

If you do that in September, you will only be disadvantaging your members, by possibly reducing the number of B4c sessions your club would otherwise be entitled to hold in 2018.

So I strongly urge you to submit your awards prior to the 4pm AEDT deadline on the 1st October!

clubs are entitled to a basic 6 B4c sessions each calendar year. Additionally, clubs